Modelers Central Celebrates Success in Becoming the
Leading Supplier of Model Ship Kits in Australia
Finding high-quality Australian model ships, no longer has to be a challenge. Modelers Central is winning praise
for their remarkable service.

When it comes to modeling, few sections of the hobby inspire as much passion as people who work on model ships. Both the demand for quality, and
great service, are concerns that touch nearly every model ship builder and collector's hearts. The good news, for Australian model ship builders, a
great resource exists that is winning international praise for their online store, Modelers Central. Modelers Central recently celebrated this recognition
by their clients, customers, and peers as being the country's top supplier of model ship kits and related supplies of all kinds. Beyond Australia, the
company is also happy to ship worldwide.

“Modelers Central are proud to be the leading suppliers for the Model Ship Building community of Australia,” commented Gary Renshaw Director
Modelers Central. “As modelers ourselves we are devoted to providing the best possible service to our customers. Our mission is to exceed even the
highest of expectations.”

According to the company, some of their most popular products include highlights like model ship kits, model ship parts, wood ship kits, model train
kits, tools, paint and glue, a wide selection of DVD's related to ship model making, and much more. The catalog is stocked from the most respected
and well reviewed international brands like Amati, Corel, Dusek, Euromodel, Krick, Mamoli, Mantua, Modellers Shipyard, Occre, Soclaine, Turk Model
and Victory Model.

Feedback for the online store continues to be extremely positive across the board.

Chris S., from Melbourne, said in a five-star review, “I have been an avid model ship builder and collector my whole life. Now I finally was able to
introduce my son to the hobby, since he is old enough to really participate, and it's a wonderful bonding experience. The only company I order from is
Modelers Central. They are the best of the best, I have never had any problems with them at all. Fully recommended.”

For more information be sure to visit https://www.modelerscentral.com.
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